§8.15.59 The Tontine
[Excerpted from Loring and Rounds: A Trustee’s Handbook (2012), at pages
1084-1085]
The concept of the tontine surely predates its namesake, Neapolitan banker Lorenzo de Tonti
(c.1602–c.1684).775 In its crassest form, investors pay into a pool with the understanding that the
principal will pass to the last survivor, a form of “death gamble” that one U.S. court suggested as
recently as 1981 “ought not to be encouraged or expanded beyond limits of tontine insurance
which has hitherto been recognized by law.”776 The court, of course, was alluding to the age-old
societal concern that the tontine might tempt its investors to kill one another off. In the tontine’s
traditional and more benign form, the investors receive an ever-increasing share of the pool’s
income stream as their numbers die off, with the principal ultimately passing to the state or to the
scheme sponsor, perhaps the developer of a building or a block of houses. (One court has referred
to a frozen underfunded pension plan under which older participants receive full benefits and
younger participants receive reduced benefits as a “reverse tontine.”777 )
Today, the spirit of the tontine lives on, and not just in the works of Robert Louis
Stevenson778 and P. G. Wodehouse.779 There are insurance products with tontine features. A
premium-payer’s property interest, however, is not in a segregated pool but in the form of
contractual rights against the insurance company.780 A joint bank account with right of
survivorship, to be sure, is a poor man’s will; but it is also a poor man’s tontine. As we write,
there are personal trusts being administered with tontine-like features, e.g., income in equal
shares to a class of individuals, with the principal passing outright and free of trust to those
members of the class alive at the expiration of the trust’s term. One court, in upholding such a
provision in a testamentary trust, addressed the public policy considerations:
A court may not distribute the testator’s estate according to the court’s
sense of equity and justice rather than the testator’s intention as
expressed in the will. After all, except as limited by statute or contract, a
testator has the right to distribute his property as he wishes. He can only
do this through the words he employs in his will. Accordingly he must be
able to rely on the fact that the court cannot and will not distort the clear
language to achieve a result it prefers to the result the testator desired. It
may be true, as appellants contend, that the quasi-tontine arrangement in
the will is not equitable but it is not illegal. Being legal and not contrary
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to public policy, it must be given effect.781
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